Diffusion and segmental dynamics of rodlike molecules by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy.
The dynamics of weakly bending polymers is analyzed on the basis of a Gaussian semiflexible chain model and the fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) correlation function is determined. Particular attention is paid to the influence of the rotational motion on the decay of the FCS correlation function. An analytical expression for the correlation function is derived, from which the averaged segmental mean square displacement can be determined independent of any specific model for the polymer dynamics. The theoretical analysis exhibits a strong dependence of the correlation function on the rotational motion for semiflexible polymers with typical lengths and persistence lengths of actin filaments or fd viruses. Hence, FCS allows for a measurement of the rotational motion of such semiflexible polymers. The theoretical results agree well with experimental measurements on actin filaments and confirm the importance of large relaxation times.